
To the Editor of The Hospital. 

Sir,?With further reference to this subject, your foot- 

note to my letter which you publish in to-day's issue shows 

clearly that you have overlooked a very important point 
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tione fSma Quinton. The article in the Practi- 

did 
CT 

^ only saw after writing my letter. I 
not discreetly ignore '' it, but I now refer to it. 

q 
.r? 6?Sor H. B. Day evidently did not make use of 

you^0118 Inar^ne Plasma, although he thinks he did, and lr> have fallen into the same error. He says the sea- 
Was diluted with sterilised distilled water and the 

?j Seated in an autoclare to ensure sterility. This 

d 
3 

a 
?n?' Us'' 011 account of the cost of the Plasma 

^juinton as supplied from Paris. 
the 

?W ^ Quinton emphasises the necessity of diluting 
Pure sea-water with a pure spring-water as free as 

the&1 
6 ^rom m^neral constituents; with this spring-water 

sea-water is made isotonic, and the mixture is filtered 
ough a Pasteur-Chamberland filter and put into leadless 

is rl 
amPou^es but n?t sterilised by heat, and no antiseptic 

the 
Herein lies the difference, but this makes all 

e difference, and we cannot accept the results Professor 
^a} arrives at, interesting as they would have been, 

ahi?USe ^as 110^ been working with Quinton's plasma, 
ough he apparently thinks he has. 

a<l Skater opportunities for testing the relative 

j yantages of the various saline injections now employed, 0r one hope he will be induced to repeat his observa- 
?s? but he must use modified sea-water as directed by 

^umt?n. "We know that infants fed exclusively on 

^ised milk are liable to develop scurvy, because an 

angible something has been destroyed by heating. Is 
not possible that something of the same kind happens ^ en ^vater is boiled ? 

^ 
should like to see the back numbers of The Hospital 

^hich you refer; kindly send them to me.?Yours faith- full 
vuu reier 

?y> J. Robersox Day, M.D.(Lond.)- 
Devonshire Place, W., 
July 26, 1913. 

w ii 
r reP]y to Burford's letter (eee previous page) 

p 
show that Dr. J. R. Day is wrong in supposing that 

t^?^essor Day has not used the Quinton fluid. He has, on 
e 
contrary, tried it and compared it with similar fluid 

? 
a<^e as Dr. J. R. Day describes. The fact that he can 

110 difference between the two fluids knocksjihe bottom 
Dr. J. R.. Day's argument that there is some subtle 

1 
erence between them.?Ed. The Hospital.] 


